JUNE 26-28, 2018 // RALEIGH, NC

THE RIGHT SIZE. THE RIGHT FOCUS.
FOR THE LEARNING LEADER.
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PROFESSIONALS

40+

WORKSHOPS

PERSPECTIVES, COLLABORATION AND SOLUTIONS
TO MAKE YOU A MORE EFFECTIVE LEADER OF LEARNING AND DEVELOPMENT.
Register at www.TICE2018.com.

WHAT IS TICE?
TICE is focused on building effective leaders of
corporate learning and development (L&D). By
design, TICE is a highly interactive experience,
helping you meet new people while developing ideas
and discovering solutions to address your challenges
as an L&D leader. When you attend TICE, you will
meet professionals who are dedicated to developing
learning programs that make a difference.

Over the course of three days, you will gather
with your peers to discuss how you can overcome
organizational obstacles and create strategic
alignment through learning technologies, content,
delivery and reporting. Whether you are a seasoned
or an aspiring L&D leader, TICE will empower
you to drive business results through your
learning initiatives.

KEYNOTES
ALISON FRAGALE, PH.D.
LEARNING AND TEACHING
NEGOTIATION SKILLS

K. ANDERS ERICSSON, PH.D.
THE SCIENCE OF EXPERTISE

Alison Fragale, Ph.D., brings the science of
psychology and organizational behavior to
audiences in a relaxed, relatable way. She coaches
on the determinants and consequences of power,
status and influence in organizations, conflict
resolution and negotiation, and verbal and
nonverbal communication.

K. Anders Ericsson, Ph.D., is an expert on
performance, including domains like music, chess,
nursing, law enforcement and sports. His studies on
the measurement of expert performance and how
people improve is the basis of his co-authored book,
“Peak: Secrets from the New Science of Expertise.”

KRIS GIRRELL
HOW TO REHUMANIZE
THE WORKPLACE

TIFFANY POEPPELMAN
PERSONAL BRANDING
FOR L&D

EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE EXPERT
Kris Girrell is an emotional intelligence expert
and strategic consultant to a full cross-section of
international business and industries. His work helps
companies redefine their direction, function better
as leadership teams and gain efficiencies across all
aspects of their operations.

Tiffany Poeppelman has been named one of 30
inspirational women to watch in tech by Inc.com.
As the head of sales productivity across LinkedIn’s
international offices, she drives operational
excellence and a culture of learning for a diverse
array of sales professionals.

SCHEDULE AT A GLANCE
Master Class: In-Depth Learning for the
Learning Leader
This half-day master class on strategic planning
will equip you with the processes you need to
successfully create, implement and maintain a
strategic plan. Separate registration is required.
Limited seating.

Roundtable Discussions: Share Challenges
with Learning Leaders
Led by expert facilitators, TICE roundtable
discussions center around industry topics. As a
participant, select a topic of interest and join a
personal and thought-provoking discussion. Share
your own personal challenges and experiences
with your peers.

Speakers*

Expo Hall: Solutions for the Learning Leader
Training Industry research indicates that one of
the skills of the effective training organization is
the ability to identify, select and leverage external
solutions. The TICE Expo Hall is an opportunity
for you to meet with the experts behind learning
and development technologies and services to
evaluate how their experience can benefit your
training department.

Training Industry Editors’ and Readership
Awards Banquet: Recognize Learning
Thought Leaders
This highly anticipated event celebrates thought
leaders in learning and development. Join us as the
editors and leadership of Training Industry celebrate
the top contributors to Training Industry Magazine
and TrainingIndustry.com. Your ticket for this dinner
is included in your TICE registration!

TICE Networking Reception:
Connect with Learning Leaders
JEANNIE
SZOMBATHY

JESSICA
THORNTON

KIM DAVIS

Always a favorite among conference attendees! At
the networking reception, you’ll have the opportunity
to socialize and make positive business connections
over drinks and hors d’oeuvres.

40+ Workshops*: Perspectives for the
Learning Leader
CHELSEA PEEDIN

SARA PRANIO

JUDI BADER

TICE workshops are your opportunity to learn from
and engage with some of the leading professionals
in learning. Topics include:
Step-by-Step: Make Writing User Guides as
Easy as 1-2-3!
Talent: The Best Kept Secret in
Business Transformation
Content Strategy: Not Just for Marketers

DR. KRISTAL
WALKER

TRENT
BARTHOLOMEW

TONI
FERBRACHE

Driving Competency and Confidence Across
a Global Sales Team with Mobile Video Training
and Coaching
Training Over 6,000 Learners Using VILT
Demonstrating Business Value: Applying Data
Science to Training Measurement
Pre-Assessments: Assess Your Way to Success

TEJAS VASHI

MEGAN
GARRETT

LANCE SINCLAIR

Emotional Intelligence and Leadership
Accelerate Potential: Get More People in the
Game Faster
WAKE and SHAKE Them Up! Injecting Fun
into Onboarding

*Subject to change

TOP REASONS TO ATTEND
Discover perspectives that will enhance your
organization’s learning strategies.

Leave empowered to drive business results
through your L&D initiatives.

Learn practical applications of training solutions
to implement in your organization.

Collaborate and form meaningful connections
with other L&D leaders.

“The intimate nature of the sessions and
networking events truly fostered an environment
to get to know other learning professionals.”
-TICE 2017 Attendee

95%

of attendees would
recommend TICE
to a colleague

“The breakout sessions provided me with information
I can use immediately. Also, a very classy event.”
-TICE 2017 Attendee

“I feel that TICE is one of the more collaborative
environments in the learning space where learning
professionals and vendors can explore ideas and
opportunities as partners in a low-pressure environment.”
-TICE 2017 Attendee

View the complete schedule and session descriptions and register at www.TICE2018.com.
Questions? Email us at tice@trainingindustry.com.

